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Knit Stockings to Hang With Care  

    Nothing is so universally associated with  Christmas as the

tradition of the stocking – whether hung by the fireplace, at the foot

of the bed or on the knob of a bedroom door.  Memories of the joys

associated with knitted Christmas stockings linger long after little

sugar plums assume the role of Santa themselves. 

    Just in time for Christmas use  – and giving  –  are several kits

for knitted Christmas stockings from Elegant Heirlooms.  

    Each kit contains sufficient yarn to knit a stocking almost two

foot long with  all the embellishments  necessary to realize the

depicted motif. Most stockings require an adventuresome knitting

ability with knowledge of intarsia techniques. 
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Knitting Is First Class for Holidays

     Designed by illustrator Nancy Stahl, four Holiday stamps issued

by the US Postal Service for 2007 feature knitting and traditional

knitted motifs: a Christmas tree, stag, snowman and bear. 

   Released in New York City, the artist’s hometown, on October

25, the stamps feature intarsia motifs

knitted by the illustrator ( who knits

by hand for relaxation ) with the

stockinette clearly visible in the final

design. The stamps have their inspir-

ation in traditional Norwegian motifs

for sweaters and Christmas stockings

and were produced from machine

knitted swatches charted using

Design-a-Knit software. 

    According to Stahl, the concept of

knitted postage stamps began as a

lark – combining her work as an

illustrator with her knitting hobby  –  to reflect the recent resurg-

ence in knitting.  Numerous swatchings of each motif were made to

realize a suitable knitted rendition of the motifs for the stamps. 

  Stahl’s knitting is as advanced as her illustrating: her zippered

jacket incorporating the omniscient eye from the $1 bill is stunning.

She is a faculty member for the Hartford Art School MFA resi-

dency in illustration and has designed other stamps. 

Editors’ Note:

 What Does Cash Vero  Really Mean  

    

    Last issue, we introduced Cash Vero  –  a new, albeit  knock-off,

yarn with the characteristics of Debbie Bliss Cashmerino Aran.

Where Cash Vero differs is in the actual cashmere content.

     Both yarns are labeled as spun of 12% cashmere. The distributor

of Cash Vero, Cascade Yarns, proudly advertises its latest yarn

with a guarantee of the cashmere content and Cascade’s website

displays the report of a fibre analysis supporting the claim  – two

attributes not shared by Cashmerino Aran. 

   Availability of Cash Vero means that a yarn with a 12% cashmere

content can not only  be spun but also spun for a retail price which

is affordable by many knitters  –  despite a slight differential in the

retail price of the two yarns.  

   At this time of year, we are especially reminded of a basic

business practice that we all, necessarily, place a degree of trust in

those with whom we choose to do business.  But trust, no matter

how or why given at the start of a relationship, can be lost. The

components of trust, like value, are not just in the eye of the be-

holder but can be objectively identified.  At The Knit With, we are

ever thankful for your trust and patronage.                Dawn and Jim
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Lisa Carnahan

  Hailing from southwestern Pennsylvania’s Latrobe

–  where all four seasons are enjoyed  – Lisa is

fortunate to live where handknits  – whether a cool

summer tee stitched in mercerized cotton or a cozy

cabled woolie for winter  –  are always wearable.   

   Lisa’s career grew from her knitting;  other knitters saw her  de-

signs and wanted the patterns.  At the same time, she was also

knitting model garments for a major yarn company,  later con-

tributing design ideas. By networking among designers, distributors

and publishers to the trade, Lisa published many designs before

starting her company  –  encouraged by a sales rep who insisted her

patterns would sell. 

   Only wishing her days are spent just knitting, Lisa is occupied daily

with the business end of things – writing patterns, filling orders,

shipping, invoicing.  When designing by commission,  she regularly

encounters extreme deadlines and pressure knitting sessions.  

     “ I truly love the process of knitting, but do what has to be done

even when it takes me away from pleasure knitting,” she said.   When

she can, she favors useful items and patterns from Fiber Trends are

a favorite.  “ I respect the amount of time put into testing those patt-

erns.  Writing a felting pattern is a real art because of the many  vari-

ables in the felting process, ” Lisa

explained.  “ Fiber Trends’ patterns

are so well written that the finished

product is fantastic.  If I’m looking

for something fun – it’s gotta be

Fiber Trends!”

   Color generally, and those  sea-

sonally evident, often inspires Lisa’s

designs; yarn texture is another mat-

ter. “ As a designer, I have to be

careful with that; there’s not much

that can be done with a highly

textured yarn: stitch patterns are lost in yarn with too much texture.

So in choosing a yarn ( to design with ) I have decisions to make. ”

    Married to her “ best friend, Paul for almost 25 years,” the major

tuition bills of 3 children   –  ranging from last year of high school to

first year of law school   –  “motivate me to keep designing although,

I’ll be designing long after the loans are paid, ” she says laughingly.

   She admits her career and family lives are possible only because of

a “ most supportive family; they don’t mind take-out food once in a

while and my son isn’t embarrassed by my knitting spread out in the

bleachers at his games. From an early age, my kids learned the

meaning of ‘wait til the end of the row’ and my husband understands

when he comes home from work and dinner hasn’t even crossed my

mind yet. I am in business but I still have my family to take care of .”

Why Do Garments Button by Sex?

    Gender differentiation for buttoning garments is a social con-

vention – as names are gender differentiated even when sounding

the same,  e.g., Jesse and Jessie.     

  Originally and probably for millennia,

human clothing was basically a unitary

affair and unisex –  pulled over or more

commonly wrapped and folded with

closures of lacings, tied cords and the

occasional brooche or pin  – men’s

clothing being worn shorter.   

   Medieval times, the advent period for

today’s functional button, coincided with a mini-Ice Age and

armored knights needed underwear for warmth; close fitting,

specialized under clothing was introduced, including the full leg

hose – two, stepped-into, garments with a laced connection at the

waist over which was worn the armor or the doublet, a woolen,

pullover  draping to the thigh. As knights wore their swords on the

left hip, openings in the armor faced right to prevent catching an

unsheathed sword in the outerwear.  So, too, the underwear.  The

first use of today’s shirt, as underwear, and buttons – as merely

ornamentations on the doublet  –  dates to Medieval times. 

    When not armored, the convention, established for almost 200

years, that men’s clothing would open to the right, remains.

Meanwhile, the full hose ( commonly with open front and back

breeches and in higher society, the codpiece ) and an elongated

doublet is the favored form of outerwear ( seen, even today, in the

uniform of the Beefeaters, founded by Henry VII in 1485 ); the

functionality, ease and warmth of the hose,  are no doubt, the

reasons. Portraits from the 1400’s document the right opening of

men’s buttoned outer garments, if not the antecedent purpose;

functional buttons, with buttonholes,  begin to appear in such

portraits, first, but hesitantly, in noble and clerical outerwear.

     During the Renaissance, the hemline of the doublet rose, some-

times scandalously so; the button made its first functional

appearance in common clothing as an improvement to the laced

codpiece in the universally worn “breeches”.   In the reign of Henry

VIII, the codpiece took on new meaning but after the ascension of

Elizabeth I was banished in favor of a simple slit – the antecedent to

the fly  –  in robes worn over breeches. Gradually, the doublet gave

way to the buttoned jacket and eventually  breeches morphed into

britches and eventually buttoned pants.  Nonetheless, buttoned

garments were the reserve of men  –  unaltered, until the 1800’s,

with women continuing to wear stepped into or pulled-over dresses.

    Queen Victoria is said to be responsible for the left opening of

women’s buttoned garments – when she adapted a man’s riding

jacket and adopted the wearing of the front and back buttoned

dress, eschewing most everyday pullover garments but the chemise.

This fashion trend coincided with the rise in machine made buttons,

which until then were handmade, either crudely or as high art.  

    Why female buttoned clothing would open to the left is uncertain

but for hundreds of years, it had been established that clothing

should and would identify the wearer by gender, by class and social

status ( seen today in judge’s robes, military uniforms ).  Whether

Victoria was horrified by the first common uses of the button as a

clothing closure, or more so by its antecedent,  is not documented.

The opening to the left of women’s buttoned garments became de

rigeur at that time and is a convention continuing to today.  
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Glad You Asked

Sporadic answers to 

queer queries



Knitting  Notes

FIBRE FACTS 

ANGORA   
What Is Angora

Known as the aristocrat of wools, angora is the ultrafine and silky fibre produced by and plucked or, more commonly,

sheared from the Angora rabbit. After wool and mohair, angora is the world’s third largest animal fibre product.

Measuring between 10 and 12 microns in diameter, the fineness of angora fibre makes it eight times warmer than wool.

The Angora rabbit is the only breed of rabbit whose hair continuously grows through the animal’s lifespan. 

Angora differs from wool in several respects: the fleece contains a variable amount of desirable coarse hair, called bristle,

which prevents the fleece from felting and imparts fluffiness when angora is spun into yarn; the down fibre is ultrafine,

with an average diameter of about 11 microns; and angora is a hollow fibre, which makes it light and soft; finally the

average staple of only 1d inches ( 36 mm ) and the texture make angora difficult to spin as the fibres tend to slip out of

the yarn and shed from the fabric.  Superior grades of angora can be as much as 2¾ inches ( 70 mm ) in length although

varying national standards, for example, the Chinese, may  specify a minimum of 38 mm length as super grade.

The origin of the angora breed is not exactly known: the breed is said to result from a mutation which developed among

wild rabbits in France in the 18th century or to have been introduced to France from the Turkish town of Angora at about

the same time, or to have been developed in England in the 12th century, reportedly by a monk who enjoyed breeding

domesticated rabbits.  By the reign of Henry VIII, wooled rabbits were highly regarded and English law banned the export

of the English Silk Hare.  Documentation exists that,  in 1723, English sailors smuggled long haired rabbits to France

where they became favored pets among the nobility of the French Court and angora fibre production became an important

part of the peasant economy.  Accounts exist of the Romans, as early as 100 B.C., having collected and spun rabbit’s

wool.  

Zoologically and Geographically Where Do Angora Rabbits Live

The Angora rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) is a species of the order Lagomorpha descended from the European wild

rabbit. Domesticated Angora rabbits, raised for fibre production, are albino, and can be found in Europe, Asia, the

Americas and Australia.   

Production

The major national producers of Angora fibre are China, Chile and Argentina;  China dominates world trade in angora

fibre  –  producing approximately  90% of the annual output and relegating France, traditionally the main source of

Angora fibre, to a minor producer.  Small amounts of angora are also produced in the East European countries.  During

the last  20 years ago, world production of angora fibre has declined considerably with total annual production estimated

at 8,500 tons  – more than twice the annual yield of alpaca and 33% greater than the annual production of cashmere but

a mere fraction of annual wool production.   
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On The Bookshelf ™  : 

 

New Tradebooks Reviewed

Lacy Little Knits, Clingy, Soft And A Little Risque by Iris

Schreier, published 2007 by Lark Books, ISBN:

1-57990-717-2, hardbound with dustjacket, $

19.95. The creative force behind the Artyarns

label of superior luxury yarns and the second

book to her sole credit, this title introduces

what is billed as Iris’ original method for

reading established knitting to intuitively

determine how to work the next row  – lace

knitting without patterns and charts. Many of

the designs, Gwenivere’s Choice tunic and Multidirectional Tee are

two, are fresh, innovative and creative. A book with something to

knit for almost all knitters. 

Bag Style, 20 Inspirational Handbags, Totes And Carry-alls To

Knit And Crochet by Pam Allen and Ann Budd, published 2007

by Interweave Press, ISBN: 1-9668-028-9,

softbound at $ 21.95. This latest installment in

the Style series by Interweave focuses on

knitted and crocheted bags – the multi-faceted

ne-cessity of life in its multiple forms.

Presenting 20 designs ranging from small to

large, the simple as well as the not-so-simple,

the book concludes with a discussion of bag

styles and techniques for your own exploration.  Two stand-outs:

the market bag knitted of hemp ( an ideal use for this fibre )  and

the tubular clutch crocheted with linen. 

The Knitting Man( ual ), 20+ Projects For Guys by Kristin

Spurkland, published 2007 by Ten Speed Press, ISBN:

978-58008-845-9, hardcover with dustjacket, $ 24.95.  Taking its

cue that knitting had been, exclusively, a male

endeavor until the Industrial Revolution, the

Oregon author presents a collection of 20

designs that men may actually want to wear

rather than presenting what a woman thinks

men want.  Whether the author’s goal is

achieved is a matter of opinion but the designs

for the classic socks, hiking socks, seaweed

throw, hooded vest and retro vest do have masculine appeal and are

not just worth having but also worth knitting.  

Romantic Hand Knits, 26 Flirtatious Designs That Flatter Your

Figure by Annie Modesitt, published 2007 by Potter, ISBN:

978-0-307-34696-4, hardbound with dustjacket, $ 27.50. Without

doubt, nobody in today’s knitting world has as much sizzle attached

to her name as this author. Her fans are

numerous and devoted.  Many designs pre-

sented do in fact sizzle, some sultrily so;

thankfully at least half  sparkle timelessly as to

be worth knitting with Heiress and The

Bishop’s Wife good examples but at least one

design, while technically involved and an

intellectual challenge, is nonetheless a “why

would anybody knit” ( or wear ) that.   

Knitting Little Luxuries, Beautiful Accessories To Knit by

Louisa Harding, published 2007 by Interweave Press,  ISBN:

1-59668-054-8, softbound at $ 21.95. The author  – famous from

being with  the Rowan design team with the enchanting Miss Bea

children’s pattern books and since 2006 part of the  Designer Yarns

( and Knitting Fever ) cadre  – presents a paean to her namesake

grandmother and designs from the opposite side of the spectrum all

promoting use of her branded yarns ( none stocked here ).  The

only exceptions: Juliet scarf ( if in a more appropriate yarn ) and

Alicia tabard;  Miss Bea herself could have designed better the rest.

Winter Classes Scheduled

   The Winter, 2008 series of knitting classes and workshops

offered by The Knit With begins the week of January 20; a

complete schedule – including descriptions, session times and

tuitions – will be released soon.  

     Taking classes is a great way to increase skills, widen your rep-

ertoire in knitting styles and grow, in community, with other

knitters.  For example, The Knit With offers as many as 15 distinct

workshops in sock knitting: working the same garment using

different techniques for both toes and heels  –  all culturally based

–  and different knitting styles: in the round, from the toe up, from

the top down and even sideways. 

Thanks for sending me In the Loop . . . I love learning about the

various fibers, where they come from, and what happens between

then and the yarn we use.                          Anne Lowry, Glenside
 

Wish I lived closer to your lovely shop instead of on the MD/PA

border.                                                              Ruth Wert, Delta

Staff Pick :

Heirloom Knits, 20 Classic Designs To Cherish by Judith Mc

Leod-Odell, published 2007 by St.

Martin’s Press, ISBN: 0-312-35996-9,

hardbound with dustjacket, $ 29.95.

The stand-out title in this season’s

books, Heirloom Knits presents 20

knittable designs for home accessories

beautifully illustrating the concept that

textiles make a house into a home. The

Garden Plot counterpane is knitting

design and instruction at its best. 

The Readers Write

Tuesdays  to  Saturdays  10 AM  to  6 PM

 W ednesdays,  ‘tween Thanksgiving and Christm as ’til 8 PM

Sundays  11 AM  to  5 PM

Holiday  Schedule

     Monday,  December 24   (Christmas Eve) –     Open 10AM to 3 PM

     Tuesday,  December 25   (Christmas Day) –     Closed All Day

     Monday,  December 31   (New Years Eve) –     Closed All Day

     Tuesday,  January 1   (New Years Day) –     Closed A ll Day

     Sunday, January 20                                            –      Winter Classes Begin 




